**RWG532 S – XXL**  
- **TOUCHSCREEN**  
- 13 Ga Black HPPE Shell  
- Foam NBR Palm Dip  
- Tested to EN 388:2003  
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- **CUT PROTECTION**  
- 13 Ga Black HPPE Shell  
- Foam NBR Palm Dip  
- Tested to EN 388:2003  

- 570g  
- **CUT LEVEL A2**  

- Individually Polybagged

**RWG533 XS – XXL**  
- **CUT PROTECTION**  
- 18 Ga Green HPPE Shell  
- Sandy Foam Nitrile Palm Dip  
- Tested to EN 388:2003  
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- 785g  
- **CUT LEVEL A2**  

**RWG555 XS – XXL**  
- **CUT PROTECTION**  
- 13 Ga Salt-N–Pepper HPPE Shell With Fiberglass  
- Foam Nitrile Palm Dip  
- Tested to EN 388:2003  
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- 1550g  
- **CUT LEVEL A4**  

**RWG557 S – XXL**  
- **CUT PROTECTION**  
- 13 Ga Orange High Tenacity Nylon With Fiberglass  
- Black PU  
- Tested to EN 388:2003  
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- 1522g  
- **CUT LEVEL A4**  

**RWG561 XS – XXL**  
- **CUT PROTECTION**  
- 18 Ga Gray HPPE  
- Black PU Coating  
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- 697g  
- **CUT LEVEL A2**  

**RWG605 S – XXL**  
- **WINTER CUT PROTECTION**  
- 2 Ply 13 Ga Blue & White HPPE Outer Shell  
- 7 Ga Acrylic Terry Liner  
- Waterproof Blue Smooth Latex Coating  
- Black Foam Latex Palm Dip  
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- 1888g  
- **CUT LEVEL A4**  

- **CAUTION**  
- Product Contains Latex
**RWG13**  
S – 2XL
- 15 Ga Gray Nylon Shell  
- Foam Nitrile Palm Dip

**RWG18**  
S – XXL
- Waterproof Latex Coated  
- 13 Ga Orange Nylon Shell  
- Full Orange Latex Coating  
- Black Sandy Foam Latex Palm Dip

**RWG50**  
S – XXL
- CUT PROTECTION  
- 13 Ga White HPPE Shell  
- Polyurethane Palm Dip  
- Tested to EN 388:2003

**RWG52**  
S – XXL
- CUT PROTECTION  
- White Grain Goat Skin Driver w/ TPR & Aramid Lining  
- Keystone Thumb  
- Slip-On Cuff

**SV2Z**  
S – 5XL
- Zipper Closure  
- 2" Silver Reflective Material Tape  
- 1 Horizontal Stripe  
- 2 Pockets  
- 100% Mesh Polyester Knit or 100% Solid Polyester Knit

**SV6**  
S – 5XL
- Zipper Closure  
- 2" Silver Reflective Material Tape, 1" Contrasting Trim Detail  
- 8 Pockets, Including Large Cell/Radio Pocket w/ Clear ID Badge Holder + Dual Mic Tabs  
- 100% Polyester Solid Knit Front, 100% Polyester Mesh Back

**ST11B-2 & ST21B-3**  
M – 5XL
- SHORT & LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRT COLOR BLOCKED
  - 2" Premium Heat Transferred, Stretchable Reflective Tape  
  - 1 Horizontal Stripe  
  - Pockets: Left Chest  
  - 100% Wicking Polyester Mesh  
  - Color Blocking at Base (Long Sleeve only Color Blocking at lower sleeve)  
  - High Visibility Green Only

**ST11-N**  
M – 5XL
- (NON-RATED)
  - Short Sleeve & Long Sleeve T-Shirt  
  - Pockets: Left Chest  
  - 100% Wicking Polyester Mesh  
  - High Visibility Green (ST11-NPGS) & High Visibility Orange (ST11-NPOS)

**RAD-APOCALYPSE™**
- Soft, Rubber Temples and Nosepiece  
- Includes Neck Cord
  - AP1-10 Black Frame Clear Lens

**LCD100**
- 100CT LENS CLEANING TOWELETTE BOX
  - Cleans Polycarbonate and Glass Lenses  
  - Prevents Fogging  
  - Reduces Static  
  - Low Lint, Non Abrasive Towelette